PUBLIC HOLIDAY

Focus: Equal Opportunities for Pupils

Synopsis

Teacher Kwame calls Ejike aside and informs him ‘man to man’ that there would be a public holiday the next day. Ejike is very happy, little knowing that it is because Kwame does not want him in class that day.

The next day Ejike is selling his CDs in the market when Titus runs into him and asks why he is not at school. Ejike reminds him that there is public holiday. Titus is surprised at the news and commands Ejike to come to school with him. On arriving at school, Ejike realizes the class is on and an external examiner is appraising Kwame. He is in disbelief. Titus seeks the permission of the eternal examiner to let Ejike in. The examiner asks a question. No one knows the answer. Ejike links it to money and answers the question. The examiner is pleased and congratulates Kwame.